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Introduction

The financial structure prevailing in the world on the basis of  power can be 
divided in two parts; 

Unitary Structure, 

Federal Structure

In unitary structure, all the powers are given to the Centre through 
constitution. The states and local self–governed organizations can enjoy only 
those powers which are given to them by the Centre. In U.K., France, Germany 
etc. countries have unitary structure.

While in federal structure, centre and States are given some responsibilities. 
There is a clear provision at every level about the sources from which the 
financial resources can be collected to meet the responsibilities.



WHAT IS FEDERAL FINANCE?

“Federal finance refers to the system of  assigning the source of  revenue to the 
Central as well as State Governments for the efficient discharge of  their respective 
functions i.e. clear-cut division is made regarding the allocation of  resources of  
revenue between the central and state authorities.”

 So, the Federal finance is basically about the division of  resources 
and functions between different levels of  governments. India 
represents a typical case of  a federation with a constitutional 
demarcation of  functions and finances between the Union and the 
states. The Seventh Schedule of  the Indian Constitution has arranged 
for a clear division of  financial powers and expenditure responsibilities 
between the Centre and state governments. The Constitution of  India 
has also made a number of  enabling provisions for fiscal transfers like 
the formation of  Finance Commission for formula-based transfers 
from the Centre to states.



Indian federal finance has mainly three components in recent time i.e. 

(1) Central Government   (2) State government   (3) Local self  government

According  to Article 268 to 300 of  Indian constitution of  India the 
distribution is made between the Centre & the State government for the 
functions and financial resources. Both the government have the powers to 
framing their Laws in the matters which are given to them. Tax connected with 
Inter state is kept in the Centre list and the tax which is connected with local 
matters is kept in the state list.





The best way to comprehensively understand the federal system is to learn 
about its features. These characteristics combined to reflect the true essence of  
federalism. Let us study them.

There are two levels of  governance in the country

Each level have a specific powers

Both level have clearly marked Jurisdiction

It must be prescribed and Guaranteed by the Constitution

Power and Duties of  both the governments are listed down in the Constitution

It is Necessary to take approval of  all level of  Government



Court has a right to Solve the conflicts between two level of  Governance

Both levels of  government should have their own autonomous revenue streams 
to functioning efficiently
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In the case of  federal system of  finance, the following main principles must be 
applied:

Principle of  Independence
Principle of  Equity
Principle of  Uniformity
Principle of  Adequacy
Principle of  Fiscal Access
Principle of  Integration and Coordination
Principle of  Efficiency
Principle of  Administrative Economy
Principle of  Accountability



Has subjects of  
national importance

Union alone can 
make laws

Defense, Banking, 
Currency, Foreign 

affairs, Nuclear 
power,  Railway, 

Aviation etc.

Has subjects of  
Local & State 
importance

State government 
alone can make laws 

Police, Trade, 
Commerce, Public 

Health, Agriculture, 
Justice etc. 

Has subject of  
common interest of  

both Centre and 
State Government

Both the Centre and 
State Government 
can frame the law

Economic & Social 
Planning, Forest, 

Trade Union, Social 
security etc.




